Mission
The Maritime Blue Wind collaborative is a nonregulatory coalition with a mission to support the strategic development and activation of Washington's participation in the West Coast-wide floating OSW supply chain through a collaborative and community benefits approach.

Leading Sponsor - $20,000 or more
- Co-Chair, Blue Wind Supply Chain Working Group to determine priority and scope of studies, workshops, and events.
- Identified as a leading sponsor of the overall program initiative.
- Identified on all materials and work products produced by the Blue Wind Collaborative

Supporting Sponsor - $10,000
- Identified as a sponsor of the overall program initiative.
- Identified on all materials and work products produced by the Blue Wind Collaborative

Contributing Sponsor - $5,000
- Identified as a sponsor of the Working Group & Specific Working Group products

Other Ways to Engage in Blue Wind
- **Participate in Working Groups:** active Working Groups are determined by the Leadership Committee and are formed to frame, scope, execute, and support specific activities to support Blue Wind’s Objectives (meeting frequency to be as needed and determined by Working group participants and Chairs)

- **Participate in Workshops and Roundtables:** in support of our Working Groups and Objectives, Blue Wind may host or support Workshop and Roundtable events to broaden the opportunities for public engagement and feedback